
TOM BRIGGS

Waiting for the Sun

I t's January 2004 and I'm sitting in the Rencard in Argentiere, pouring
another demi of Stella and blushing at the praise being lavished on our

2003 Greenland trip by Jeff Hollenbaugh, 'mountain notes' editor of Alpinist
magazine. Southern Greenland has become very popular with British teams
in recent years and specifically, teams of climbers from Sheffield with no
previous experience of the Greater Ranges. I fit the mould. I have now
been on two trips to areas around Prins Christian Sund, on both occasions
with teams of climbers with no experience of new routing in remote areas.
Thus I found Jeff's comments a touch embarrassing, as it really isn't too
difficult to organise a trip to Southern Greenland and to fill it with
'boulderers', 'sport climbers' and 'headpointers'. Luckily, we had some of
the best of these sub-genres in our group, and they proved themselves able
to apply the multi-day siege tactics of working a hard sport route or boulder
problem to an 850-metre granite big wall.

The information base for us had been laid down by an expedition to
Igdlorssitt Havn in 2001 led by Matt Heason (another Sheffield resident).
The group put up a number of lines on the main wall and on outlying
crags, including the amusingly named 'Action Man's Purple Head'. Their
photos showed that the big line of the wall was a prominent corner,
unclimbed because to reach it would require some difficult face climbing
between unconnected corner systems lower down. Another major route
had been climbed in 1996 by a joint Slovenian-Croatian team. Ujarak follows
the next most obvious line on the wall, a system of open corners and cracks
to the right of the main dihedral. Bolts were placed for most belays and on
a couple of blank sections.

On arrival in base camp, it was immediately obvious that there were very
few free-climbable lines on this wall. Therefore, the strongest members of
the team got to work on the main objective of the central corner line, whilst
other members aimed to repeat routes, free aid pitches and improve the
style in which they had been originally climbed.

Base Camp was a sheltered, flat area surrounded by boulders just a few
hundred metres from the fjord. The big luxury of expeditioning in Southern
Greenland is the ability to ship out as much gear and food as you want.
The headpointers were used to maximum sleeping comfort and so had
packed feather pillows. The boulderers had made sure that there was enough
alcohol to fuel the expedition and the sport-climbers had indulged with
purchases of foot-long salamis and kilos of cheese. Of course, we had not
neglected to bring a couple ofbouldering mats to sit on at Base Camp and
place under the many pristine problems that dotted the valley floor.
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33. The great tower at Igdlorssitt Havn, Southern Greenland. (Tom Briggs)

34. Nick 'Tuffty , Boden jumaring back up the route of Waitingfor the Sun,
Igdlorssit Havn. (Tom Briggs)
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Our eight team members were Ben Heason, Steve McClure, Miles Gibson,
'Irish' Si Moore, Aide Jebb, 'Tuffty' Nick Boden, Rob Mirfin and myself.
Steve and Miles started work immediately on finding a way into the central
corner. Ben and Simon warmed up by repeating a 12-pitch established E3
route, before climbing A Wonderful Life over two days. They freed all but a
tension traverse pitch on this 23-pitch route from 200 I and added a variation
finish. Named The Turning Point, the variation featured steep and wet
chimneys climbed on-sight in the dark at the end of the second day and
graded E6.

Rob, Tuffty, Aide and myself teamed up to try and free climb Ujarak. A
leisurely 45-minute walk up the valley over dry glacier and moraine saw us
at the base of the wall. On our fust day, we climbed the easy first two
pitches to get a closer look at the line. Returning the next day, we carried
on to complete seven pitches in total, freeing the first of the Al pitches at a
surprisingly reasonable E3 6a. Once established on the steeper rock, the
granite was of high quality, with very little loose rock, no vegetation and
lots of cracks. The nature of the climbing was much more straightforward
than I had found two years earlier on the Baroness, a cliff on the edge of
Torssukatak Fjord. Unlike the poorly protected, discontinuous cracks of
that wall, here we were following a very strong line. We fixed ropes and
returned the next day to try and free climb the first of the A2 pitches. It was
my lead and I set off up the corner, climbing a perfect finger crack on the
85° right-hand wall. After a few difficult moves in the crack, I was forced
out left beneath an overlap as the crack turned into the seam above.
Technical6a moves got me through the overlap and I continued to the next
belay.

The next pitch looked a lot more difficult (it was given A3 on our topo).
Aide was out in front and had already completed some well protected, but
powerful crack climbing when the crack in the corner ran out. The
Slovenians had placed a bolt here, no doubt to get between the crack and
the seam that reappeared in the corner above. After desperately trying to
reach the bolt Aide backed off and I had a look. The bolt was tantalisingly
close, but as I bridged up a foothold crumbled and I fell 6m onto a No 2
RP. It was time to send up the aid specialist - Tuffty. As it was clearly
going to be a slow process, Aide and Rob abseiled off while I made myself
comfortable for belay duty. You could see Tuffty relishing standing in his
aiders as he made towards the bolt. Top stepping, he could just reach it and
continued on up. On a hook move higher up, Tuffty popped. I was busy
eating cookies, so with a combination of the rope loosely tied off and an
RP snapping, he flew a good 8m. With the A3 pitch fixed, we were making
good progress. However, at this point the open corner we had been following
petered out and the next pitch followed an Al bolt ladder - of about half-a
dozen bolts - across an arch with no real crack in the back. Tuffty quickly
aided the pitch and we headed down. It was clear that the Al bolt ladder
would be the technical crux of the route.
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Over the following week, our team was focused on two pitches. We split
into pairs with the aim of working and then redpointing the A3 and A I
bolt ladder (pitches 9 and 10). Aide and Rob were first up, working the A3
pitch on a top rope in very cold conditions. The SOm pitch involved
extremely sustained technical bridging and wall climbing, protected almost
in its entirety by RPs. On their first day, they managed to work out the
sequences and also have a quick look at the bolt ladder above. They were
confident that they could lead the A3 pitch given warmer conditions.

Tuffty and I decided to focus on the bolt ladder. After jugging the nine
pitches to get to it, we were well warmed up for the fingertip power lay
backing that would constitute the crux of the pitch, concentrated in its first
six metres. I worked out all the moves on the first day up there, but of the
two methods I had for the crux move I doubted I could do either. One
seemed so improbable that at first I dismissed it. It involved an extremely
powerful and tenuous bridging move that was quickly dubbed 'the
Quarryman move' (after the famous groove pitch on the slate testpiece The
Quarryman in North Wales). The other involved pulling so hard your fin
gertips bled and your feet popped. After just l'h hours working on the
groove, I was trashed and we descended.

Aide and Rob both red pointed the A3 groove the following day, calling it
'easy E7 6b/c'. I had to wait for my fingers to heal and for a welcome day
of bad weather to pass before jugging back up the lines. I spent three days
sat around, running through the seven moves in my head. I came to the
realisation that my fingers weren't strong enough (or I was too heavy) to do
the crux purely by pulling very hard. I'd have to get the tightest boots I
could get hold of and do the Quarryman move.

The day came and the pressure was on. Aide and Si wanted to jug up and
have a 'wall party'. They brought a CD player and some of Si's awful music.
Tuffty met me at the belay. I was focused, he was sweating and breathing
heavily. The team needed the pitch to go, so there was no way I was carrying
anything up the jug lines. I quickly worked the moves, came down and got
ready to go. At this point, Aide and Si thought it would be funny to start
playing some of Si's music and dancing in their harnesses at the belay one
pitch below. When Tuffty gave them a hand signal to cut the volume, they
thought he was joining in. Eventually the message was understood and I
got on with it.

The Quarryman move is one of those frustrating problems that is all
about how much pressure you can apply through a smear. I thought my
foot onto the hold, swivelled my hips and pushed. It stayed and I pulled on
the sequence of sharp granite crimps and sidepulls as if my fingers weren't
attached to my body. I was reaching through for the jug that marked the
end of the difficulties when a foot popped. The screams were heard back
in base camp. Round two, and exactly the same error on the final hard
move. I really didn't want to have to jug those ropes again. This time,
however, it all clicked and I was soon standing on the arete, in a superb
position at the top of the corner.



35. Aide Jebb leading a crux E7 pitch on Waitingfor the Sun. (Tom Briggs)
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Having cracked what we were confident were the two crux pitches, we
now needed to free just two more Al pitches to reach the high point that
the Slovenians had fixed to (the end of pitch 12). Tuffty and I had a grim
day in the freezing cold wind, climbing these pitches at ES 6b and E3 6a.
I had to redpoint the ES pitch after coming off on a tenuous slab move to
reach between cracks. By the time I was at the belay, Tuffty was so cold
that he could barely jug the fixed line. The pitch to the top of the fixed lines
was a classic corner comparable in quality to The Good Book in Yosemite.
At the top of pitch 12, we fixed the last of our rope and looked up optimist
ically to an easing in the angle and a more defined series of cracks, chimneys
and corners.

Climbing as a four, we knew it would take us more than one day to jug
the fixed lines and free climb the remaining 12 pitches. There were still
four Al pitches to free, but by now we were sure that the Slovenians had
not freed much above E2 and so, with the crack lines clearly linking up, we
were fairly confident about the cli~bing. We weren't so confident about
what we hoped would be a ledge where the four of us could sit out the night.
But the nights are short in Greenland and it doesn't get too cold, so we opted
for down jackets and one sleeping-bag between us to save on weight.

Leaving camp at 6am, we were at the base of the route by 7am and at the
top of the fixed lines by Warn. Rob led off up an awkward hand crack,
getting tangled in an old rope along the way. Aide led a difficult hand, fist
and off-width crack, before some easier pitches got us to our ledge and the
base of a chimney. Aide and Rob tried to make the ledge big enough for
four whilst Tuffty led off up a superb chimney system. I fixed one pitch
above this and we descended back to the ledge. It seemed quite funny when
it started raining in the night, but by the morning, we had one goal- to get
up and off this route as quickly as possible. I led a crack pitch through a
waterfall to the base of the last Al pitch, marked as a 'wet chimney' on the
topo. It was one of those features on which you enjoy being the belayer.
You know it's going to be a hideous struggle and yet you can simply relax
- it was Tuffty's pitch. I fed him a few 'goos' and some chocolate and he
started double racking the cams. Day two, pitch 23, AI, a soaking wet
overhanging chimney offwidth horror show. Go Tuffty ! Tuffty showed
what he was made of and got amongst it, punching in jams and No S cams
and struggling desperately up the final overhanging section on a pitch that
would rate E4 Sc when dry. We had freed all the aid pitches and now it
was just a case of battling on up the last couple of wandering pitches in
now torrential rain to the top.

We renamed the free version of Ujarak after one of the pitches on the
Slovenian's topo - Waiting/or the Sun. Though it was a siege effort and we'd
had the benefit of a topo and bolt belays, we were nonetheless pretty proud
of what we had done and the way we stuck with the route. As a free climb,
it was as good as anything any of us had done. If it were in Yosemite,
Waiting/or the Sun would be rated a classic.
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Steve and Miles climbed the main corner, al1 free, which was an amazing
effort requiring real talent as they were faced with a wet roof at pitch 21
that I don't imagine many people would have been able to climb under the
circumstances. They gave their route Twenty One a grade of E7 6c. No
fixed gear was used.

Summary: An account of the first free ascent of Ujarak, Igdlorssitt Havn,
Southern Greenland, over two days in July 2003 by Tom Briggs, 'Tuffty'
Nick Boden, Adrian Jebb and Rob Mirfin. This 24-pitch climb was re
named Waiting for the Sun and graded E7 6c (F7c+).
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